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About This Game

Cards Of Chaos is a fun packed game for everyone. Outsmart your opponents by playing the right cards at the right time. Fill up
the minigame pile to start minigames where you can eliminate your opponents for card and gold rewards!

You can play offline against AI opponents or invite your friends over for a local game of fun. Or play against your internet
friends over online multiplayer!

The goal

Collect gold from the board or by stealing from other players.
Earn extra gold by winning challening minigames against your friends.

Be careful though, because you just might lose it all before you can secure it in your treasure chest!

Deliver your collected gold to your treasure chest located at various places around the maps to secure your gold.
The player with the most treasure at the end of the game wins!

Cards

Use cards to damage your enemies, so you can make a run for the treasure! Or use a balloon to your advantage and take a
shortcut to the treasure!

Be careful with your coins. Before you know it, someone steals them from you!
Play your cards right and win the game!
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Minigames

The game holds a variety of minigames, from race type, longest survivor type minigames to highscore based ones.

Pizza Perfection - Cut a pizza in 6 slices, can you make the slices the same size?

Skiing - Ski down the slope while avoiding trees and rocks, be the fastest to finish!

Perfect Putt - Get a hole in one faster than your opponents!

Math- Solve the most math questions in a short amount of time

Flapper - Flap your wings to avoid the pipes! A mini version of the classic mobile hit!

Find out the rest for yourself!
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Title: Cards of Chaos
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Pixel Battery
Publisher:
Pixel Battery
Release Date: 3 Mar, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista

Processor: Intel Pentium D or AMD Athlon 64 (K8) 2.6 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics or AMD Radeon HD Graphics with OpenGL

Storage: 256 MB available space

English,Dutch
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I bought this game just after release after following its development for a while, and I regret not refunding it while I could. This
incomplete "game" is nothing but a poor excuse for a cash grab masquirading as a passable mario party ripoff. The final version
is full of obvious bugs and crashes at random. I gave the dev time to fix the bugs, which was a mistake because the patches
never came.
TL:DR
Save your money, I wish I could still get a refund. This is the review of release 0.10ea. Things can and will be changed, will
update this with a new release.

I can see a lot of potential in this game, but don't expect a fun game yet. There are a lot of bugs I've found with only playing 15
minutes.

+ Potential
+ Music
+ Feeling

- Changing resolution while playing makes the world disapear, only tiles, players, trees and the HUD is still visible.
- Changing resolution doesn't redraw the HUD, but will change the position for the mouse.
- Changing resolution makes cards black and unable to use them.
- Some route choices are really difficult to make because there is something in the way (tree or hill). I couldnt find a way to
show the whole map.

Is this game worth buying? At the moment, no just leave it on the shelf unless you want to help the developer make it better. In
my eyes this game has a lot of potential, but it just isn't that much fun yet.

EDIT:
Within 12 hours of posting this review Chickenbuilds contacted me to get the specs of my PC so he could find and solve the
problem. I've full trust that this game will reach its full potential one day.. Being a big fan of the Mario party franchise I really
wanted to find a game on steam that was similar to that games format.

When i first found cards of chaos i was immediately curious it seemed like an interesting take on the Mario party format with
the use of cards. But in its current state its pretty empty only two boards and I've only gotten like 6 different mini-games which
are rare by the way. There all to simple and really not worth it anyway none of the mini-games involve the players actually
interacting with each other, Mario party had games like this but it also had a wider verity of mini-games. Of course I wasn't
expecting this game to be as good as the Mario party games but it was still disappointing.
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